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Table 1-1: The Fluxmorph 

Class 
Level 

Base Attack 
Bonus 

Fort 
Save 

Ref 
Save 

Will 
Save 

Special 
Flux 

Pts/Day 

Spells & Shapes Known 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 +0 +2 +0 +0 Revert, Cloth Absorb, Minor Flux 2 3 s - - - - - - - - 
2 +1 +3 +0 +0 Shifting Body +2, Bonus Feat 3 3 1+s - - - - - - - - 
3 +2 +3 +1 +1 Light Absorb 4 3 2+s - - - - - - - - 
4 +3 +4 +1 +1 Bonus Feat 7 4 2+s s - - - - - - - 
5 +3 +4 +1 +1 Medium Absorb, Bonus Feat 10 4 2+s 1+s - - - - - - - 
6 +4 +5 +2 +2 Shifting Body +4 15 5 2+s 1+s s - - - - - - 
7 +5 +5 +2 +2 Heavy Absorb 20 5 3+s 2+s 1+s - - - - - - 
8 +6/+1 +6 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 27 6 3+s 2+s 1+s s - - - - - 
9 +6/+1 +6 +3 +3 +1HD to Shapes 34 6 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s - - - - - 

10 +7/+2 +7 +3 +3 Shifting Body +6 43 7 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s s - - - - 
11 +8/+3 +7 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 52 7 3+s 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s - - - - 
12 +9/+4 +8 +4 +4  63 8 3+s 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s s - - - 
13 +9/+4 +8 +4 +4  +1 HD to Shapes 74 8 4+s 3+s 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s - - - 
14 +10/+5 +9 +4 +4 Shifting Body +8, Bonus Feat 87 8 4+s 3+s 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s s - - 
15 +11/+6/+1 +9 +5 +5   100 8 4+s 3+s 3+s 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s - - 
16 +12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +5 

 
115 8 4+s 4+s 3+s 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s s - 

17 +12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +5 Bonus Feat 130 8 4+s 4+s 3+s 3+s 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s - 
18 +13/+8/+3 +11 +6 +6 Shifting Body +10 147 8 4+s 4+s 4+s 3+s 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s s 
19 +14/+9/+4 +11 +6 +6 +1 HD to Shapes 164 8 4+s 4+s 4+s 3+s 3+s 3+s 2+s 1+s 1+s 
20 +15/+10/+5 +12 +6 +6 Bonus Feat 183 8 4+s 4+s 4+s 4+s 3+s 3+s 2+s 2+s 1+s 

 
Some people don't know what they want to do with their lives; others simply want to do everything! A fluxmorph may fall into either category, though truth be told, 
fluxmorphs defy categorization. They are everything, all encompassing, ever moving. They roam the lands, very rarely staying in one place for any length of time. 
Indeed some fluxmorphs refuse to sleep in the same place two nights in a row. Then again, they embody the very essence of chaos, and so may change their own 
rules when the mood suits them. They may make a living as guides for travelers or adventurers, or they might hire on as part of the adventuring party. You never really 
know what a fluxmorph is going to do next. Fluxmorphs come from every walk of life. While many revere nature and come from barbaric clans, others are city 
dwellers. In any case, a fluxmorph's driving force is change. They are only happy when things are unlike they were a moment ago.  

 
The following is unknown to most people, including fluxmorphs themselves: The first fluxmorphs were intelligent weapons and artifacts. They fell into disuse because 
they were too talkative, or flighty, or cursed. Determined not to fall prey to the sands of time, these artifacts had to learn how to polymorph themselves into other 
creatures, so that they might live out life on their own. Often they rescued other such abandoned artifacts, teaching them how to shift forms. There are very few of 
these "founders" however.   
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Table 1-2: Bonus Flux Points:  

CON 
score 

Bonus Power Points (by Fluxmorph Level) 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th 17th 18th 19th 20th 

10-11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

12-13 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 

14-15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

16-17 1 3 4 6 7 9 10 12 13 15 16 18 19 21 22 24 25 27 28 30 

18-19 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 

20-21 2 5 7 10 12 15 17 20 22 25 27 30 32 35 37 40 42 45 47 50 

22-23 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 

24-25 3 7 10 14 17 21 24 28 31 35 38 42 45 49 52 56 59 63 66 70 

26-27 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 80 

28-29 4 9 13 18 22 27 31 36 40 45 49 54 58 63 67 72 76 81 85 90 

30-31 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 

32-33 5 11 16 22 27 33 38 44 49 55 60 66 71 77 82 88 93 99 104 110 

34-35 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84 90 96 102 108 114 120 

36-37 6 13 19 26 32 39 45 52 58 65 71 78 84 91 97 104 110 117 123 130 

38-39 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 77 84 91 98 105 112 119 126 133 140 

40-41 7 15 22 30 37 45 52 60 67 75 82 90 97 105 112 120 127 135 142 150 
 
The founders, though ageless, can still be killed or destroyed. Nearly all 
fluxmorphs are the product of the union of a founder and some other race. 
Thus the fluxmorph will be born with attributes most like their organic parent, 
though they might have a few traits that mark them as unusual. Most 
fluxmorphs are unaware of their lineage and live out their lives as some other 
magical class, usually sorcerers, rogues or bards. However some founders will 
train their offspring in the ways of shape shifting. Very rarely, a founder will 
create an intelligent artifact of their own, and thus create a next-generation 
founder. This is exceedingly rare, however. Most fluxmorphs will be half 
artifact, half creature, and retain the racial abilities and traits of their organic 
parent. 

 
Given the utterly chaotic nature of the fluxmorph, you never know who they're 
going to get along with. While it makes sense that they would appreciate other 
chaotic classes, such as barbarians and rogues, this is not an absolute rule. A 
fluxmorph might find endless amusement in the monk's attempt at mental 
solidarity. Fluxmorphs might go adventuring for profit, or for knowledge, or for 

power, or renown, or just to have a good time. No two fluxmorphs are alike; 
their reasons for adventuring are just as varied. 
 
Abilities: Constitution determines how powerful a spell the fluxmorph can cast, 
how many spells the fluxmorph can cast per day, and how hard those spells 
are to resist. To cast a spell, a fluxmorph must have a Constitution score of 10 
+ the spell's level. A fluxmorph gets bonus flux points based on Constitution 
and level, as in the Bonus Flux Points table. The Difficulty Class of a saving 
throw against a fluxmorph's spell (or effect) is 10 + the spell's level plus the 
fluxmorph's Constitution modifier.  
 
Hit Die: d8 
 
Requirements: To qualify to become a fluxmorph, a character must have a 
chaotic alignment and a CON score of 12 or better. 
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Class Skills: The fluxmorph's class skills are Animal Empathy (Cha), Balance 
(Dex), Bluff (Cha), Climb (Str), Disguise (Cha), Escape Artist (Dex), Handle 
Animal (Cha), Hide (Dex), Intimidate (Cha), Intuit Direction (Wis), Knowledge 
Nature (Int), Jump (Str), Listen (Wis), Move Silently (Dex), Perform (Cha), Spot 
(Wis), Survival (Wis), Swim (Str).  
Skill points: 4+ INT modifier x 4 at first level, 4 + INT modifier each level 
thereafter 
 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Fluxmorphs are proficient with simple 
weapons and light armor. 
 
Spells and Shapes Known: At each level the fluxmorph learns to cast new 
spells and change into new shapes, and can know a total number of spells 
and shapes as indicated on table 1-1. Fluxmorphs can pick spells from the list 
below, but the "s" in each column represents a shape. (A fluxmorph must learn 
at least one new shape per level.) At 6th level, and every 3rd level thereafter 
(9th, 12th, etc.), a fluxmorph can choose to learn a new shape (or spell) in the 
place of one she already knows. In effect, the fluxmorph “loses” the old shape 
in exchange for the new one. The new shape’s level must be the same as that 
of the shape being exchanged, and it must be at least 3 levels lower than the 
highest-level shape the fluxmorph knows. A fluxmorph may swap only one 
shape at any given level, and must choose whether or not to swap the shape 
at the same time that she gains new spells known for that level.  
 
Casting Spells and Shapes: Spells and shapes cost a number of FP equal to 
the spell or shape level, times 2, minus 1. Thus a 1st level shape costs 1 FP, 
2nd level costs 3 FP, 3rd level costs 5 FP and so on. 0th level spells are free; a 
fluxmorph can cast a number of 0th level spells per day equal to her 
fluxmorph level plus 3. Thus a 1st level fluxmorph can cast 4 0th level spells. 
After these have been exhausted, each 0th level spell costs 1FP. When shape 
shifting, a fluxmorph can dictate the details of the new shape such as color, 
size and other natural variations in the given form. A fluxmorph gains her new 
shape’s STR, CON, and DEX. This change in constitution changes the 
fluxmorph's hit point total per normal, to a minimum of 1HP per character 
level. The Fluxmorph must still have a CON score of 10 + spell level to cast 
spells while shape-shifted.  
 
Changing Shape is a standard action, requiring a concentration check to 
avoid Attacks of Opportunity. A fluxmorph retains the abilities and stats of the 
starting shape (whether her natural form or a learned shape) for the duration 
of the change, and only adopts the new shape's abilities and stats once the 
change is complete. She gains the shape’s natural weapons and proficiencies 
with them, but may not use the supernatural nor spell like abilities of the shape 

unless she takes the Perfect Flux feat for that shape. A fluxmorph may not use 
any alignment based abilities that are diametrically opposed to her own 
alignment, even if those abilities come with a shifted shape for which she has 
taken Perfect Flux. That is, a good aligned character cannot use a fiendish 
shape’s (evil) Smite Good ability, though she can use the other supernatural 
and spell like abilities if she took Perfect Flux. This does not affect neutral 
characters. Attempting to change into a learned shape from another learned 
shape requires a CON check with a DC of 10 + the first shape’s level + the 
second shape’s level. If the fluxmorph fails she immediately reverts to her 
natural form with no other penalties and no loss of flux points. She may then 
change shape as normal. A fluxmorph must succeed at a concentration check 
(DC10 plus the shape's level) to stay shape changed while asleep. This check 
is made as soon as the fluxmorph falls asleep and does not have to be made 
again unless she wakes up and tries to go back to sleep. 
 
When the fluxmorph changes shape she may automatically choose one ability 
from Menu A (below). She may choose to spend additional flux points to 
modify the form to greater effect. For every 2FP spent in addition to the 
shape's cost, she may choose one additional menu A ability, effectively casting 
the spell as a higher level. A 1st level shape with one additional Menu A ability 
costs 3FP; the shape has thus been cast as a 2nd level spell. A fluxmorph must 
still have a constitution score of 10 + the spell's casted level, and the ability to 
use spells and shapes of the casted level. Shapes can be improved to a 
maximum of 9th level. The increase in shape level does not increase any 
related DCs. Abilities chosen from the list remain in effect for as long as the 
fluxmorph is in that shape unless otherwise indicated. Assumed shapes must 
have a number of hit dice less than or equal to twice the fluxmorph's class 
level. Thus a 3rd level fluxmorph may choose a shape of 6 hit dice or less. 
(This does not include Bonus Hit Die.) 
 
A shape-shifted fluxmorph is restricted to the communication ability of her 
chosen shape. Thus, a fluxmorph who has shape changed into a dog can 
bark, whine, and communicate with body language in the same way that dogs 
can. While she retains her intelligence, wisdom, and charisma, she is only able 
to speak if her chosen shape is also able to speak naturally, or if she chooses 
the "Retain speech while shape changed" item from Menu A. A regular plant or 
inanimate object cannot speak naturally, nor can they move. The fluxmorph 
would therefore have to take the Menu A ability "Animate Self" in order to 
move, and spend 2 more FP to also retain speech. If the fluxmorph shifts into 
a plant that can move (such as a Treant), she does not need to use Animate 
Self in order to move. Because a Fluxmorph ignores material, verbal, and 
somatic components of spells, the inability to speak or move does not prevent 
her from casting spells. 
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Object shapes are divided into “combat” shapes (weapons, armor, shields) 
and “noncombat” shapes (furniture and other common items). When learning 
a weapon object form, choose one of each of the following: simple, martial, 
or exotic / light, one-handed, two-handed, or ranged. For example, valid 
Small Combat Shapes would include simple light weapons, or exotic ranged 
weapons. A fluxmorph may not shift into a magical item. She may become a 
bag or an amulet, but not a Bag of Holding or Amulet of Health. Fluxmorphs 
may not be used as spell foci or spell components, even in object form. Due to 
the Fluxmorph's inherent instability, flightiness, and general difficulty holding 
still, they make poor weapons, even in object forms. Any Fluxmorph being 
wielded as one carries a -2 penalty to the attack roll if she is being used 
willingly, or -4 if she is being used against her will. A fluxmorph being used as 
a weapon counts as “magic” for the purpose of damage reduction, but does 
not grant a +1 bonus. Any items placed into an object-form fluxmorph are 
dropped when she reverts to her natural form. 
 
Shape Duration: When determining the duration add all which apply:  

• Same Kingdom (animal, vegetable, mineral): +2 
• Same Class (usually mammal): +5  
• Same Size: +2  
• Related (usually humanoid): +2  
• Same or Lower Intelligence: +2  

Total 0:20 mins, 2:1 hour, 4:3 hours, 5:12 hours, 6:2 days, 7:1 week, 
9+:Permanent (or until dispelled) 
 
Shape Levels: Refer to the Summon Monster, Summon Nature’s Ally, and 
Animate Object spells in the Player's Handbook, and the Astral Construct spell 
in the Psionics Handbook. Any creature not listed should be compared to said 
spells to determine level.  
 
Spells: Fluxmorphs may learn spells from list below. Any spell from a school 
other than transmutation is considered to be transmutation spell for the 
fluxmorph (and therefore, a transformation of the fluxmorph's own body). Any 
spell with a target or range other than self becomes "Target: and/or Range: 
Self." Spells do not adversely affect the fluxmorph in this way; the spell simply 
manifests centered on the fluxmorph. For example, the 9th level spell 
"Sunburst" creates a globe of searing heat centered on the fluxmorph (from 
which she takes no damage). A fluxmorph ignores the verbal, somatic, focus 
and material components for most spells, however anything with a particularly 
expensive material cost, or an XP cost, must be paid as normal. 
 

Revert: At first level the fluxmorph gains the ability to revert to her normal form 
from any shape. 
 
Cloth Absorb: At first level the fluxmorph is able to absorb clothing (anything 
that does not give an armor bonus) and equipment up to her light load into 
her shifted form. Magical items absorbed still imbue their magical properties 
(including AC bonus). At fourth level the fluxmorph can also absorb light 
armor. At eighth level the fluxmorph can absorb up to medium armor, and 
equipment up to her medium load. At twelfth level she can absorb heavy 
armor and equipment up to her maximum load into her shape changed form. 
The fluxmorph does not receive the armor bonus for armor absorbed in this 
way. Armor with magical enchantments (such as +1 armor of spider climb) 
will still imbue their non-armor enchantments (spider climb) but not their 
magical armor bonus (+1). If she is encumbered more than she is able to 
absorb, all equipment is dropped. The fluxmorph’s STR score at the beginning 
of the shift is used for determining encumbrance. Once the new shape is 
assumed, gear becomes part of the shape, and successive changes to STR 
(including that adopted by taking the new shape) do not affect absorbed gear. 
 
Minor Flux: At first level a fluxmorph may make small changes to her 
appearance as a standard action. This change is permanent until dispelled, 
though changing shape effectively dismisses the spell. Choose one of the 
following at time of casting: Change height 10%, Change weight 10%, 
Appear any age increment, Change facial features, Change coloration (skin, 
hair, eyes, etc.). Minor Flux can be used on both the fluxmorph’s natural form 
and any of her shapes. This ability is cast as a 0th level spell, counts against 
her 0th level spells for the day, and may be used by spending FP if her free 0th 
level spell allotment has been exhausted. 
 
Shifting Body: At third level a Fluxmorph gains a +2 bonus to all saving 
throws with a Transmutation or body-altering effect, and is considered to roll a 
natural 20 when saving against Polymorph Other and Polymorph Any Object 
attacks. This bonus increases to +4 at L6, +6 at L9, +8 at L12, +10 at L15, 
and +12 at L18. 
 
Bonus Hit Die: At ninth level, the Fluxmorph gains 1 additional hit die when 
shape-shifted. This bonus is raised to +2 HD at 13th level and +3 HD at 19th 
level. This does not apply to her natural form. 
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Bonus Feats: Fluxmorphs gain bonus feats at 2nd, 5th, 8th, 11th, 14th, 17th 
and 20th levels. These feats may be selected from the list below. 
• Acrobatic - +2 to jump & tumble  
• Agile - +2 to balance & escape artist  
• Alertness - +2 to listen & spot  
• Animal Affinity - +2 to handle animal & ride  
• Athletic - +2 to climb & swim  
• Blind-Fight - if miss due to concealment in melee, reroll once to hit. 

Invisible attackers get no bonus against you in melee. 3/4 movement 
(instead of 1/2) in darkness and poor visibility.  

• Blowhard - (prereq of shifted form: Con 20, huge size, power attack) cone 
5' long per point con bonus, strike as a wind effect per your size 
(Huge/Strong, Gargantuan/Severe, Colossal/Windstorm)  

• Clinging Breath - breath weapon sticks to target and deals half damage 
next round  

• Crush- (prereq of shifted form: huge size) hurl body to deal crush damage 
based on size (huge 2d8, gargantuan 4d6, colossal 4d8)  

• Deceitful - +2 disguise & forgery checks  
• Deft Hands - +2 sleight of hand & rope use checks  
• Dodge - (prereq: Dex 13) +1 dodge bonus to AC against selected target  
• Endurance - +4 on checks or saves to resist nonlethal damage  
• Extend Spell - Double target spell's duration. Does not affect 

instantaneous, concentration, or permanent  
• Flyby Attack - creature can take an action during a move (as opposed to 

only before or after)  
• Hover - creature can halt movement as move action, then move in any 

direction at half speed. Can attack with any limbs except wings. 
• Investigator - +2 gather information & search checks  
• Maximize Breath - (prereq: Con 17) use full round action and all numeric 

values are maximized.  
• Negotiator - +2 diplomacy & sense motive checks  
• Nimble Fingers - +2 disable device & open locks  
• Perfect Flux (Form) - can use supernatural and spell-like abilities of 

specific shape (chosen with feat) *see note regarding alignment-based 
abilities 

• Persuasive - +2 bluff & intimidate  
• Quicken Breath - (prereq: Con 19) breath weapon as free action, add +4 

to number of rounds before using again, cannot be used with maximize 
breath.  

• Quicken Spell Like Ability - (prereq: caster level 10+) can use specific 
spell-like abilities (chosen with feat) quickened 3x/day (free action, does 
not provoke). 0th level spell must be L4, 1st level spell must be caster level 
6, 2/8, 3/10, etc.  

• Run - 5x normal speed (up to medium armor and medium load), 4x 
normal speed (up to heavy armor and load), +4 to jumps with running 
start, retain AC bonus while running.  

• Self Sufficient - +2 survival and heal checks  
• Shifting Mastery - Whenever a shape spell is used, you gain an additional 

Menu A ability. This feat may be taken multiple times and stacks with itself.  
You must have a minimum CON score of 13 to take this feat the first 
time, and an additional +2 each time you take the feat (CON 15 to take 
it the second time, 17 the third, etc.) Additional menu abilities gained in 
this way do not increase the shape’s casted level. 

• Snatch - (prereq: huge or larger) may start a grapple when claw or bite 
attack hits as though you have improved grab special attack. If caster 
holds a creature 3 or more sizes smaller, it squeezes each round for 
automatic bite or claw damage. A snatched opponent held in the caster’s 
mouth is not allowed a Reflex save against the caster’s breath weapon, if 
it has one. The caster can drop a creature it has snatched as a free action 
or use a standard action to fling it aside. A flung creature travels 1d6 × 
10 feet, and takes 1d6 points of damage per 10 feet traveled. If the caster 
flings a snatched opponent while flying, the opponent takes this amount 
or falling damage, whichever is greater.  

• Stealthy - +2 hide & move silently checks  
• Toughness - gain +3 HP  
• Track - You move at half your normal speed (or at your normal speed with 

a -5 penalty on the check, or at up to twice your normal speed with a -20 
penalty on the check).  

• Wingover - change direction 1x/round as free action, turn up to 180 
degrees, cannot gain altitude, uses 10 feet of movement 
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Spells & Shapes:  
Level 1 Shapes: Celestial dog, Celestial owl, Celestial giant fire beetle, 
Celestial porpoise, Celestial badger, Celestial monkey, Fiendish dire rat, 
Fiendish raven, Fiendish monstrous centipede (medium), Fiendish monstrous 
scorpion (small), Fiendish hawk, Fiendish monstrous spider (small), Fiendish 
octopus, Fiendish snake (small viper), Dire rat, Eagle (animal), Monkey 
(animal), Octopus (animal), Owl (animal), Porpoise (animal), Snake (Small 
viper, animal), Wolf (animal), Tiny noncombat object 
 
Level 2 Shapes: Celestial giant bee, Celestial giant bombardier beetle, 
Celestial riding dog, Celestial eagle, Lemure (devil), Fiendish squid, Fiendish 
wolf, Fiendish monstrous centipede (large), Fiendish monstrous scorpion 
(medium), Fiendish shark (medium), Fiendish monstrous spider (medium), 
Fiendish snake (Medium viper), Bear (Black, animal), Crocodile (animal), Dire 
badger, Dire bat, Hippogriff, Shark, Medium (animal), Snake (Medium viper, 
animal), Squid (animal), Wolverine (animal), Small noncombat object 
 
Level 3 Shapes: Celestial black bear, Celestial bison, Celestial dire badger, 
Celestial hippogriff, Elemental (Small, any), Fiendish ape, Fiendish dire 
weasel, Hell hound, Fiendish snake (constrictor), Fiendish boar, Fiendish dire 
bat, Fiendish monstrous centipede (Huge), Fiendish crocodile, Dretch 
(demon), Fiendish snake (Large viper), Fiendish wolverine, Ape (animal), Dire 
weasel, Dire wolf, Eagle (giant), Lion, Owl (giant), Satyr, Shark (Large, 
animal), Snake (constrictor, animal), Snake (Large viper, animal), Thoqqua, 
Medium noncombat object, Small combat object 
 
Level 4 Shapes: Archon (lantern), Celestial giant owl, Celestial giant eagle, 
Celestial lion, Mephit (any), Fiendish dire wolf, Fiendish giant wasp, Fiendish 
giant praying mantis, Fiendish shark (large), Yeth hound, Fiendish monstrous 
spider (large), Fiendish snake (Huge viper), Howler, Arrowhawk (juvenile), Bear 
(brown, animal), Crocodile (giant, animal), Deinonychus (dinosaur), Dire ape, 
Dire boar, Dire wolverine, Elemental (Medium, any), Salamander 
(flamebrother), Sea cat, Shark (Huge, animal), Snake (Huge viper, animal), 
Tiger (animal), Tojanida (juvenile), Unicorn, Xorn (minor), Large noncombat 
object, Medium combat object 
 
Level 5 Shapes: Archon (hound), Celestial brown bear, Celestial giant stag 
beetle, Celestial sea cat, Celestial griffon, Achaierai, Devil (bearded), Fiendish 
deinonychus, Fiendish dire ape, Fiendish dire boar, Fiendish shark (Huge), 
Fiendish monstrous scorpion (Large), Shadow mastiff, Fiendish dire wolverine, 
Fiendish giant crocodile, Fiendish tiger, Arrowhawk (adult), Bear (polar, 
animal), Dire lion, Elasmosaurus (dinosaur), Elemental (Large, any), Griffon, 

Janni (genie), Rhinoceros (animal), Snake (giant constrictor, animal), Nixie 
(sprite), Tojanida (adult), Whale (orca,  animal), Huge noncombat object 
 
Level 6 Shapes: Celestial polar bear, Celestial orca whale, Bralani (eladrin), 
Celestial dire lion, Chaos beast, Devil (chain), Xill, Fiendish monstrous 
centipede (Gargantuan), Fiendish rhinoceros, Fiendish elasmosaurus, Fiendish 
monstrous spider (Huge), Fiendish snake (giant constrictor), Dire bear, 
Elemental (Huge, any), Elephant (animal), Girallon, Megaraptor (dinosaur), 
Octopus (giant, animal), Pixie, Salamander (average), Whale (baleen), Xorn 
(average) 
 
Level 7 Shapes: Celestial elephant, Avoral (guardinal), Celestial baleen whale, 
Djinni (genie), Elemental (Greater, any), Invisible stalker, Devil (bone), Fiendish 
megaraptor, Fiendish monstrous scorpion (Huge), Babau (demon), Fiendish 
giant octopus, Fiendish girallon, Arrowhawk (elder), Dire tiger, Djinni (genie), 
Squid (giant, animal), Triceratops (dinosaur), Tyrannosaurus (dinosaur), Whale 
(cachalot, animal), Xorn (elder) 
 
Level 8 Shapes: Celestial dire bear, Celestial cachalot whale, Celestial 
triceratops, Lillend, Fiendish giant squid, Hellcat, Fiendish monstrous 
centipede (Colossal), Fiendish dire tiger, Fiendish monstrous spider 
(Gargantuan), Fiendish tyrannosaurus, Vrock (demon), Dire shark, Roc, 
Salamander (noble), Tojanida (elder) 
 
Level 9 Shapes: Couatl, Leonal (guardinal), Celestial roc, Elemental (elder, 
any), Devil (barbed), Fiendish dire shark, Fiendish monstrous scorpion 
(Gargantuan), Night hag, Bebilith (demon), Fiendish monstrous spider 
(Colossal), Hezrou (demon), Grig (sprite), Unicorn (celestial charger) 
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0th level spells:  
• Burst (Psi) - increase land speed by 10 feet, as enhancement bonus, can be 

cast and used in same round (quickened)  
• Catfall (Psi) - quickened, 1rd/level or until lands, land on feet, take damage 

as if fall was 10 feet shorter, affects you and anything you're carrying up to 
max load  

• Elf Sight (Psi) - standard action, 1hr/lvl, lowlight vision as elf, +2 search & 
spot  

• Float (Psi) - standard action, 1rd/lvl, support yourself in water or similar 
liquid, swim at speed of 10 feet using power alone, or add 10 feet to swim 
speed.  

• Lesser Natural Armor (Psi) - standard action, 1min, +1 natural armor bonus 
to AC, no penalties  

• Resistance (PHB) - standard action, 1min, +1 on saves  
• Minor Body Adjustment - standard, cure 1 damage (self)  
• Talons (Psi) - standard action, 1min, +1 to unarmed attacks, normal instead 

of subdual damage, considered armed and do not provoke  
• Verve (Psi) - standard action, 1min, gain 1 temporary HP  

 
1st level spells:  
• Bite of the Wolf (Psi) - standard, 1hr/lvl, grow muzzle with fangs, gain bite 

attack which does not provoke, 1d8 damage (if caster is medium sized), can 
choose to do nonlethal damage with -4 to attack, if bite is only attack can 
add strength bonus, if used with other attacks it is secondary. Additional D8 
of damage every 5 caster levels.  

• Blinding Spittle (MoF) - standard, 25' +5'/2lvl, instant, ranged touch attack 
with -4 penalty, spit caustic liquid into target's eyes, they cannot see until 
they wash eyes with other liquid  

• Burning Hands - standard, ½ circle 10’ radius from hands, 1d4 fire damage 
per caster level (max 5d4), reflex half 

• Claws of the Beast (Psi) - standard, 1hr/lvl, hands do 1d3/1d4/1d6 (S/M/L) 
damage  

• Endure Elements (PHB) - standard, 24 hours, no penalties, -50 to 140 
degrees w/o Fort save, equipment also protected, grants no protection from 
fire or cold damage, nor hazards such as smoke or lack of air  

• Enlarge (PHB) - standard, 1min/lvl, size +10%/caster level 
• Expeditious Retreat (PHB) - standard, 1min/lvl, speed & max jump double 
• Feather Fall (PHB) - free action as quickened spell (1x/rd), 1rd/lvl, fall @ 

60’/rd w/no damage on landing 
• Feel Light (Psi) - standard, 10min/lvl, use body to see as eyes do, does not 

work w/darkvision, if used w/eyes gives +1 enhancement bonus on search 
& spot checks, becomes +2 if used with hear light  

• Feel Sound (Psi) - as Feel Light but with sound, +1 to listen  
• Hear Light (Psi) - as Feel Light but uses ears  
• Jump (PHB) - standard, 1min/lvl, +30 jump checks, jump max travel 

distance, peak is one quarter of max horizontal distance at midpoint  
• Lesser Body Adjustment (Psi) - 1 round, instant, cure 1d8 HP OR +1 next 

fort save on poison or disease OR heal 1 point temporary ability damage 
• Magic Fang (PHB) – standard, 1min/lvl, one natural weapon becomes +1  
• Ram's Might (MoF) - standard, 1min/lvl, hands harden & considered armed, 

normal instead of subdual damage  
• Reduce (PHB) - standard, 1min/lvl, reduce size, see PHB 
• Pass Without Trace (PHB) - standard, 10min/lvl, move through any terrain 

and leave neither footprints nor scent 
• See Sound (Psi) - as feel sound only uses eyes  
• Shocking Grasp (PHB) - standard, successful attack deals 1d8+1/caster lvl 

(max +20), gain +3 attack bonus for metal 
• Surefoot (MoF) - standard, 10min/lvl, +10 competence bonus on balance 

checks  
• Speed Swim (MoF) - standard, 1min/lvl, grants swim speed of 30  
• Spider Climb (PHB) – standard, 10min/lvl, can climb and travel on vertical 

surfaces & ceilings as well as a spider does, must have hands free to climb 
in this manner, speed of 20 feet, no climb check required for vertical or 
upside down surfaces, retain Dex bonus to Armor Class (if any) while 
climbing, opponents get no special bonus to their attacks against it, cannot 
run action while climbing.  

• Tongue Tendrils (BVD) - standard, 1hr/lvl, 1 tendril per 4 level can be spot 
up to 30 feet, tendrils count as small creatures with STR 20, cannot dmg but 
can grapple, AC14, 10HP, break DC 24  

• Vigor (Psi) - standard, 1min/lvl, gain 5 temp HP, does not stack  
• Virtue (PHB) - standard, 1min, gain 1 temp HP 
 
2nd level spells:  
• Barkskin (PHB) – standard, 10min/lvl, +3 natural armor bonus to AC, +4 

@ L6, +5 @ L12, doesn’t stack w/other natural armor 
• Bear's Endurance (PHB) - standard, 1hr/lvl, +4 enhancement to CON  
• Body Adjustment (Psi) - 1 round, cure 1d12 HP, each additional 2FP spent 

heals an additional d12  
• Body Blades (MoF) - standard, 1min/lvl, spikes grow from all over body, do 

not interfere with movement, deal 1d6 lethal damage (crit x2) with grapple, 
deal 2 dmg if someone grapples you, +4 to escape from nets, ropes, 
grappler, or entangler spells  
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• Body Equilibrium (Psi) - standard, 10min/lvl, walk on water, quicksand, 
spider's web, move at normal speed (no run), if you fall while using this 
power, dmg from impact is halved  

• Body of the Sun (MW) - standard, 1rd/lvl, 5' radius of fire, emits light & 
deals 1d4+1 dmg to all in area except caster (reflex for half)  

• Branch to Branch (MoF) - standard, 1min/lvl, +10 competence bonus to 
climb in trees, can swing from branch to branch at normal speed  

• Bull's Strength (PHB) - standard, 1min/lvl, +4 enhancement to STR  
• Cat's Grace (PHB) - standard, 1min/lvl, +4 enhancement to DEX  
• Chameleon (Psi) - standard, 10min/lvl, your skin and equipment take on the 

color of nearby objects including floors & Walls, +10 enhancement bonus 
to hide checks  

• Chill Metal – standard, 7rd, metal equipment of 1 creature per 2 caster 
levels, or 25lb metal per level, will negates, see PHB  

• Claws of the Bear (Psi) - standard, 1hr/lvl, claw attack does 1d12 damage 
and does not provoke  

• Corrosive Grasp (MoF) - standard, instant, 1 touch attack per level, 1d6+1 
acid damage  

• Darkvision (Psi) - standard, 1hr/lvl, 60' darkvision  
• Painful Touch (Psi) - standard, 1rd/lvl, unarmed attacks deal additional 1d6 

subdual 
• Endurance (PHB) - standard, 1hr/lvl,  1d4+1 enhancement bonus to CON 
• Heat Metal (PHB) - standard, metal equipment of 1 creature/2lvl, or 25lb 

metal/lvl, will negates, see PHB 
• Levitate (PHB) - standard, you & one object willing creature 100lb/lvl, 

10min/lvl, move up or down 20’/rd, move equivalent, attack penalties 
• Resist Elements (PHB) - standard, 1min/lvl, ignore first 12 points of 

elemental dmg per round  
• Scent (MoF) - standard, 1hr/lvl, enhanced smell, detect up to 30' (60' if item 

upwind, 15' if downwind), strong scents have 2x range, overpowering 3x, 
partial action to detect direction, pinpoint location within 5', track by smell 
uses WIS  

• See Invisibility (Psi) - standard, 10min/lvl, see invisible, astral, or ethereal 
creatures within 100' + 10'/lvl, does not reveal illusions, hidden, or 
concealed  

• Shocking Grasp (PHB) - standard, permanent until discharged, melee touch 
attack does 1d6/lvl (max 5) elec damage, +3 attack bonus if target wearing 
metal armor, carrying a lot of metal, or made out of metal  

• Sustenance (Psi) - standard, you can go without food for one day, your body 
manufactures sufficient nutrition and liquid to satisfy needs at the time  

 

3rd level spells:  
• Arcane Sight (TB) - standard, 1min/lvl, see magical auras within 120', 

determine location and power, spellcraft to determine school  
• Bite of the Tiger (Psi) - standard, 1hr/lvl, bite attack does 2d8 and does not 

provoke  
• Blind sight (MoF) - standard, 1hr/lvl, gain blindsight feat, can "see" 30' 

regardless of darkness or invisibility, no listen or spot to notice creatures in 
range  

• Blink (PHB) - standard, 1rd/lvl, blink as blink dog, see PHB 
• Fly (PHB) - standard, 10min/lvl, fly at 90’, 60’ w/med or heavy armor, up at 

half speed, down at double speed, good maneuverability, afterward falls @ 
60’/rd for 1d6 rounds then falls normally. 

• Gaseous Form (PHB) - standard, 2min/lvl, become misty & translucent, gain 
DR 20/+1, speed 10, perfect maneuverability, see PHB 

• Greater Body Adjustment - 1 round, as Body Adjustment except heal 5d8 
damage, 4 ability points, or +8 on next fort save vs. disease or poison 

• Greater Magic Fang (PHB) - 1hr/lvl, one natural weapon becomes +1 per 
3 caster levels (max +5)  

• Healing Sting (MoF) - standard, 1d6 damage +1 per level and gain equal 
number of HP (fort negates)  

• Haste (PHB) - standard, 1rd/lvl, extra partial action, +4 haste bonus to AC, 
jump 1.5x normal 

• Meld into Stone (PHB) - standard, 10min/lvl, you and up to 100lb of gear 
can meld into a block of stone that is large enough, can still hear but not 
see outside stone, can cast spells, aware of passage of time, destruction to 
the stone that you no longer fit/if you don't exit before duration 
expires/Stone to Flesh expels you and deals 5d6 damage, stone's complete 
destruction/transmute rock to mud expels and slays you unless you make 
DC 18 fort save, stone shape deals 3d6 damage but does not expel, 
passwall expels but does not deal damage  

• Protection From Elements (PHB) - standard, 10min/lvl or until discharged, 
gain invulnerability to elements, absorbs 12 HP per caster level  

• Water Breathing (PHB) - standard, 2hr/lvl, can breathe under water, does 
not remove air breathing ability  
 

4th level spells:  
• Air Walk (PHB) - standard, 10min/lvl, tread on air as ground, max 45° 

angle at ½ move speed, wind pushes walker 5’ for 5mph @ end of  turn 
• Dimension Door (PHB) - standard, 400’+40’/lvl, you & touched willing 

creatures up to 50ln/lvl 
• Natural Armor (Psi) - standard, 1hr/lvl, +4 natural armor to AC, no 

penalties  
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• Rary’s Mnemonic Enhancer (PHB) - 10min, prepare or retain additional 
spells for 24 hours, see PHB 

• Rusting Grasp (PHB) - standard, corrode metal, see PHB 
• Snakebite (MoF) - standard, 1rd/lvl, one arm becomes a snake, bite does 

1d3 dmg, does 1d6 con dmg for 2 rounds, fort negates (DC 10 + half 
caster's level + WIS), if fail make will save (DC normal for spell) or be 
paralyzed 1d4 rounds  

• Stoneskin (PHB) - standard, 10min/lvl, gain damage reduction 
10/adamantine (ignore first 10 damage from each attack unless 
adamantine weapon), prevents 10 damage per caster level and then is 
discharged  

• Tortoise Shell (MoF) - standard, 10min/lvl, 5' diameter tortoise shell with 
100hp, 10 hardness, floats if turned on back, you can move it as if it weighs 
101lbs, to anyone else it weighs 500lbs, stands vertically on its own 
providing 9/10ths cover from half the battlefield, or use it as a shelter, 
changing its orientation is a standard action that doesn't provoke, can fit 4 
small/2 medium/1 large creature underneath  
 
5th level spells:  

• Adamant Grasp (Psi) - standard, 1rd/lvl, +10 competence bonus to grapple  
• Adapt Body (Psi) - standard, 1hr/lvl, choose an environment when the spell 

is cast (underwater, extremely hot, extremely cold, airless, etc.), you can 
breathe and move normally as a creature of that environment, take no 
damage from being in that environment, any environment that deals 1 or 
more dice of damage per round (acid, lava) is to extreme, does not give 
resistance to attack damage  

• Animal Growth (PHB) – standard, 1min/lvl, grow to 2x normal size, doubles 
height, weight, length, weight x8, HD 2x, BAB & Attack Bonus accordingly, 
size category +1, reduces AC for size, enlargement bonus to STR & CON 

• Cloak of the Sea (MW) - standard, 1hr/lvl, must be touching water, retain 
form but appear to be made of water, while underwater subject functions as 
blur, freedom of movement and water breathing, no subdual damage from 
pressure or hypothermia, can leave & reenter water without ending spell  

• Dissolving Touch (Psi) - standard, until discharged, 7d6 acid damage to any 
creature or object you touch, grapple or pin deals 10d6, entirely enclose 
object or creature deals 12d6, deals damage 1 round only, does not harm 
caster  

• Perfect Body Adjustment - 1 round, as Body Adjustment except heal 10d6 
damage, any ability damage from a single ability score, cures poison or 
disease  

• Righteous Might (PHB) - standard, 1rd/lvl, grow 2x height, see PHB 
• Teleport (PHB) - standard, see PHB 

• Tree Stride (PHB) - standard, 1hr/lvl or until expended, see PHB 
• Xorn Movement (PotP) - standard, 1rd/lvl, move through natural solid 

material, burrowing but leaving no tunnel or sign of passage, cannot move 
through worked stone, brick, or metal, move earth dispels 30' and stuns for 
1 round (fort negates stun), breathe normally, stays in effect until creature 
moves into area of open air large enough to contain it  
 

6th level spells:  
• Breath of the Dragon (Psi) - standard, breathe fire in cone 25' + 5'/2lvl, 

deals 11d4 fire damage, reflex for half  
• Disintegrate (PHB) - standard, 100’+10’/lvl, ranged touch attack, up to 10’ 

cube of non-living matter disappears, creature w/fort save takes 5d6 
damage, one target per casting 

• Energy Barrier (Psi) - standard, 10min/lvl, resistance 10 to specific energy 
type, prevents total 10dmg/caster lvl (max 150) then dispelled, all damage 
absorbed becomes light visible 60' radius for 1rd/lvl  

• Eyebite (PHB) - standard, 25’+5’/2lvl, 1rd/3lvl, charm, fear, sicken or 
sleep, see PHB 

• Improved Vigor (Psi) - standard, 1min/lvl, gain 13 temp HP, does not stack  
• Mordenkainen’s Lucubration (PHB) - standard, recall one spell up to 5th level 

cast within last 24 hours 
• Repel Wood (PHB) - standard, 100’+10’/lvl, path 120’ wide & 10’ high, 

1min/lvl, all wood objects push away from you, see PHB 
• Suspend Life (Psi) - standard, in trance, cannot be detected as alive, you 

experience 1 day for every year that passes, grow hungry after one "day" and 
suffer effects of thirst and starvation as appropriate, aware of surroundings 
but cannot notice anything that takes less than 10 minutes, come out of 
trance in 4 rounds if damaged, or 10 rounds if voluntary  

• Tenser’s Transformation (PHB) - standard, 1rd/lvl, become fighting machine, 
see PHB 

• Transport Via Plants (PHB) - standard, 1rd, enter a plant and exit any plant 
of same species regardless of distance. 
 

7th level spells:  
• Elemental Body (MotP) - standard, 1rd/lvl, you and your gear appear to be 

made out of element of your choosing at time of casting, attune form for 
that element, immune to poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, not subject to 
crits or flanking, darkvision 60', see MotP 

• Energy Immunity (T&B) - standard, 24 hours, immunity to chosen type, 
protects from damage only (not other effects such as drowning)  

• Ethereal Jaunt (PHB) - standard, 1rd/lvl, become ethereal 
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• Fission (Psi) - standard, 1rd/lvl, create duplicate self up to 5' away, thinks 
and acts as you do, follows orders but won't do something you wouldn't, has 
same abilities but not gear, all HP, half FP (figured after cost of this power), 
spells or effects affecting you do not affect your duplicate, after duration you 
rejoin after any distance, you take half the damage your duplicate suffered 
(which can drop you below 0 but not to -10), lose half FP used, if one dies 
other gains negative level  

• Plane Shift (PHB) - standard, move to another plane of existence (see PHB) 
• Oak Body (Psi) - standard, 1min/lvl, damage reduction 20/+1, immune to 

blindness, damage to ability scores, deafness, disease, drowning, poison, 
stunning, and all powers, spells, and attacks that affect your physiology or 
respiration, only suffer 3/4ths damage from acid & cold, vulnerable to all 
spells that affect wood, +3 enhancement bonus to STR, -3 to DEX, move at 
half speed, can't drink (thus use potions), nor use wind instruments, unarmed 
attack deals 1d6 (1d4 if small) and are considered armed, weight x5 but 
float in water  

• Reverse Gravity (PHB) - standard, 100’+10’lvl, 1rd/lvl, see PHB 
• Statue (PHB) - 1 round, 1hr/lvl, turn to stone, hardness 8, retain HP, see, 

hear, smell normally, do not need to eat or breathe, can revert to normal 
then back to statue as free action  

• Teleport Without Error (PHB) - see PHB 
• Wind Walk (PHB) - standard, 1hr/lvl, become vapor, see PHB 

 
8th level spells:  
• Energy Conversion (Psi) - standard, 10min/lvl, absorb energy attacks up to 

10 points per caster level (max 150), damage absorbed in this way can be 
discharged as a ranged touch attack as standard action, max damage per 
ray is caster level x3, energy type is same that was absorbed, if multiple 
caster can decide which to use  

• Hyper cognition (Psi) - standard or immediate, quickly jump to a logical 
conclusion based on scant evidence (solve a riddle, way out of a maze, stray 
bits of info about a person), if INT check is required get +20  

• Iron Body (Psi) - standard, 1min/lvl, damage reduction 15/adamantine, 
immune to blindness, critical hits, immune to blindness, critical hits, damage 
to ability scores, deafness, disease, drowning, electricity, poison, stunning, 
and all spells and attacks that affect your physiology or respiration, only 
suffer half damage from acid & fire, vulnerable to all spells that affect iron 
golems, +6 enhancement bonus to STR, -6 to DEX, move at half speed, 
arcane spell failure 50%, -8 armor check penalty, can't drink (thus use 
potions), nor use wind instruments, unarmed attack deals damage equal to 
a club sized for you 1d6 (1d4 if small) and are considered armed, weight 
x10  

• Regenerate (PHB) - 3 rounds, severed limbs, broken bones, and ruined 
organs all grow back, regeneration is complete in 1 round if all pieces are 
present, 2d10 rounds if not, cures 4d8 damage +1 per caster level (max 
+35), rids subject of exhaustion or fatigue, eliminates all nonlethal damage  

• Shadow Body (Psi) - standard, 1min/lvl, you and your gear become shadow 
& blend perfectly with other shadows, appear as a detached shadow in full 
light, vanish in darkness, move at full speed across any surface including 
walls, ceilings, liquids, waterfall, though speed does not change so you 
cannot move into locations you would not normally be able to move into, 
damage reduction 10/magic, darkvision 60', immune to critical hits, ability 
damage, disease, drowning and poison, half damage from acid, elec and 
fire of all kinds, can be detected by Read Thoughts, Life, Presences, or if you 
act suspiciously in lighted areas, cannot harm anyone or manipulate 
physical objects but can use other powers normally, +15 on hide checks in 
shadowed area  

• Word of Recall (PHB) - standard, teleport to predetermined location on 
same plane, see PHB 
 

9th level spells:  
• Cloak of Chaos (PHB) - standard, 1rd/lvl, pattern of color surrounds you, 

+4 deflection bonus to AC & +4 resistance bonus on saves from all 
creatures, spell resistance 25 against lawful spells and spells cast by lawful 
creatures, blocks possession and mental influence, if a lawful creature 
succeeds on a melee attack against warded creature, attacker is confused 
for 1 round (will negates)  

• Invulnerability to Elements (MotW) - standard, 10min/lvl, immune to 
damage from acid, cold, elec, fire, and sonic damage  

• Sunburst (PHB) - standard, 80' radius burst deals 6d6 damage & blinds all 
creatures, creatures weak to sunlight take double damage, reflex negates 
blindness and reduces damage to half, undead takes 1d6 per caster level 
(max 25d6, reflex for half), destroys any undead weak to sunlight if failed 
save, UV light damages fungi, mold, oozes and slimes as if undead, dispels 
darkness spells of lower than 9th level within area 

• Time Stop (PHB) - standard, 1d4+1 rounds apparent time, see PHB 
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Menu Abilities: All instances of "animal of same type" become "intelligent 
plants" if you add this ability to a plant shape. You cannot communicate with 
objects in this way, even when using object shape. The fluxmorph may 
exchange 2 menu A abilities for 1 menu B ability, or 3 menu A abilities for 1 
menu C ability. Abilities that have a daily limit cannot be used beyond that 
limit in other shapes, and must be refreshed by resting (and regaining spells 
and shapes as normal).   
*Animate Self as the Animate Object or Animate Plant spell, as appropriate. 
Animated objects that do not have legs or other physical means of mobility 
hover 1 foot off the ground, and can jump 3 feet vertically. Objects move at a 
speed based on size (10/Tiny, 20/Small, 30/Medium/etc), and can double 
move, but not run.  
*Armor, Heavy Armor, Superheavy Armor: The bonus granted is a special 
bonus which stacks with all other bonuses including itself, but otherwise counts 
as natural armor.  
*Poison type chosen at beginning of shift, DC 10 + ½ caster's level + CON 
modifier  
 
Menu A:  
• Additional Attack - One additional attack at highest attack bonus, both 

attacks -2 to attack roll  
• *Animate Self - does not have to be used on forms that are already 

animated, but can be used on all forms that would otherwise be unable to 
move, such as plants and objects  

• *Armor - +1 deflection bonus to AC  
• Base Speed +10 - add 10 feet to base speed of new form  
• Blur - outline appears blurred, concealment (20% miss chance), See 

Invisibility does not counteract but True Seeing does  
• Burrow 30ft - can burrow through earth at 30 feet  
• Calm animals of same type - soothes and quiets animals rendering them 

docile and harmless, only animals of INT 1 or 2, trained or dire animals are 
allowed Will Save to negate, defend themselves normally if attacked  

• Detect animals of same type - cone shape 400' + 40'/lvl, info revealed 
depends on how long you concentrate in that direction. 1st round: Presence 
or absence of that kind of animal or plant in the area, 2nd: number of 
individuals in the area & condition of the healthiest specimen. 3rd round: 
the condition (see below) and location of each. If an animal or plant is 
outside of your line of sight, you discern its direction but not its exact 
location. Conditions: Normal- has at least 90% HP, free of disease / Fair- 
30-90% HP / Poor- less than 30% HP, afflicted with disease, or suffering 
from debilitating injury / Weak- 0 or fewer HP remaining, afflicted with a 
disease in terminal stage, or crippled / 1 foot of stone, 1 inch of common 
metal, thin sheet of lead, or 3 feet of wood or dirt blocks spell  

• Expanded Vision - vision class one higher than normal for the creature 
(normal, low-light, dark, see invisibility) 

• Extend Duration – adds two points to the total score when determining the 
duration of this shape. This can be taken multiple times and stacks with 
itself.  

• Fly - physical wings with 6' wingspan, speed 60', average agility  
• Resistance - Resistance 5 to one energy type, stacks with itself  
• Retain speech while shape changed - does not impart the ability to speak 

new languages, only needed if new form does not already have the ability to 
speak  

• Sprint - 1x/hr take a charge action to move at 10x normal speed  
• Swim - become streamlined and shark-like, swim 60'  
• Trample - as standard action each round you can run over an opponent at 

least one size smaller than yourself, deals bludgeoning damage of 1d4 
+STR mod  

• Trip - if you hit with a slam attack you can attempt to trip the opponent as a 
free action without making a touch attack or provoking an attack of 
opportunity, if the attempt fails the opponent cannot react to trip you  
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Menu B:  
• Buff - gain 3d10 temp HP, does not stack  
• Charge - if you charge a foe during the first round of combat you can make 

a full attack even if you have already taken a move action. If you have the 
squeeze ability you can also use this  

• Charm animal of same type - animals regard you as trusted friend and ally 
(treat target's attitude as friendly), if the creature is currently being threatened 
or attacked by you or your allies it receives a +5 on its saving throw (will 
negates)  

• Constrict +2d6 - deal 2d6 bludgeoning damage with successful grapple  
• *Heavy Armor - +4 deflection bonus to AC  
• Improved Grab - can only use if you hit with a slam attack, you can then 

squeeze  
• Magic Fang - +1 enhancement bonus on attack and damage rolls, can 

affect a slam attack, fist, bite, or other natural weapon  
• Reach +5 - can reach an additional 5' in each direction  
• Resistance to energy 10 - ignore first 10 damage of chosen energy type  
• Smack Down - 1x/day you can make a normal attack to deal additional 

damage equal to your hit die  
• Speak with animal of same type - comprehend and communicate with 

animals, able to ask questions of and receive answers from animals, doesn't 
make them any more friendly or cooperative than normal, wary and cunning 
animals are likely to be terse and evasive, stupid ones make inane 
comments, if the animal is friendly towards you it may do some favor or 
service for you  

• Squeeze - if you get a hold you can make a squeeze attack (+9 melee) to 
deal 2d4 + STR modifier  

• Ubiquitous Vision - 360-degree sphere of sight allowing you a perfect view 
of creatures that might otherwise flank you, flanking opponents gain no 
bonus on attack rolls, rogues are denied their sneak attack ability while 
flanking (but they may still sneak attack you if you are denied your Dexterity 
bonus). Spot and Search checks gain a +4 enhancement bonus, -4 penalty 
on saves against all gaze attacks  
 

Menu C: 
• 1x/day Command animal of same type (as the Command spell from PHB) - 

give subject single command which it obeys to the best of its ability at its 
earliest opportunity. Approach: the creature moves towards you as quickly 
and directly as possible for one round, may do nothing but move, and 
provokes as normal. Drop: On its turn the subject drops whatever it is 
holding. It can't pick up a dropped item until its next turn. Fall: on its turn the 
subject falls to the ground and remains prone for one round, it may not take 
any actions but is not considered helpless. If the subject can't carry out your 
command on its next turn, the spell automatically fails. (Will negates)  

• Extra Buff - gain 10d10 temp HP, does not stack  
• Fast Healing 3 - 3x/day for 1min, heal 3HP per round  
• Frightful Presence - takes effect when doing something dramatic, range 30, 

duration 5d6 rounds, affects only creatures with fewer HD than you, will 
negates (DC 10 + Half your level + CHA mod). Affected creatures are 
either shaken (-2 penalty on attack rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and 
ability checks) or frightened (as shaken but creature attempts to flee by any 
means available). 

• Greater Magic Fang - +2 enhancement bonus on attack and damage rolls, 
can attack slam attack, fist, bite, claw, or other natural weapon  

• Invisibility – 3x/day for 10min/lvl, you are invisible  
• *Poison - 1d4 temp CON damage (fort negates), another saving throw is 

required 1 minute later to avoid secondary damage, immune to own poison 
and poison of same kind  

• Resistance to energy 30 - ignore first 30 damage of chosen energy type  
• See Invisibility – 3x/day for 10min/lvl, see invisible creatures  
• *Superheavy Armor - +7 deflection bonus to AC 


